Abstract: Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) are effective means to cope with complex concurrent system. But the size of BDD itself can be relatively large. We study the BDD representation of large synchronous, asynchronous and interleaved processes with communication via shared variables. Due to the features of communication, we introduce a novel representation strategy. Based on the model, we continue to model and map up the synchrony, and detect the deadlock errors.
INTRODUCTION
To model the concurrent system is a relatively difficult task due to interaction between concurrently executing processes. The computer-aid verification is a useful and wellaccepted method to solve the problem.
Model checking has proved to be a powerful for the verification of concurrent finite state system. The system is described as a model and check whether the specifications are satisfied by the model. In symbolic model checking, the transition relation is described by boolean formulas to find satisfying assignment of the formula. States are represented as sets of boolean formulas. The key is whether the boolean formulas can be efficiently expressed as binary decision diagrams (BDDs). The variables are in form of successive case distinctions. Variables ordering is useful to normal forms. To eliminate the size of BDD is vital to the system efficiently.
Related work on representation of digital circuits [1] [2] [3] . The width of circuits is the maximum number of wires, through which any cut go through netlist. It turns out that the communication aspect of BDD is responsible for size of BDD. [3] is also concerned with digital circuits. BDD tree is a appropriate structure that is smaller than BDD itself. BDD can be used to help model checking of another structure [4] . Petri nets grows exponentially in the number of states, so it present a method for representing the state space in the form of BDD. [5] focus on the variable ordering of BDD. The impact and placement of mechanism is integrated into the procedure.
There are several difficulties in modeling BDD [6] : 1) how to represent interleaved, synchronous, asynchronous execution [7] 2) the complexity of the communication between the processes [8] 3) how to plan the concurrent processes [9] . We focused on the above problems. In this paper, we propose a extension of model method to BDD. We use mutually disjoint sets of boolean variables to represent each process. Instead of on process, our analysis constructs a compositional heuristics for variable ordering for entire system. Next we show synchronization can be modeled efficiently. Already have eliminated the detail, deadlock can be find in our reduced model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the preliminaries. Section 3 presents the novel model of BDD. Section 4 extends the model to model the details of synchronization and extension of it for deadlocks. Section 5 outline the summary and future work.
PRELIMINARIES
Definition (Transition System) triple (Init, S, → ) where Init ⊆ S is the set of initial state, ! " S # S is transition relation and S is the set of states. Every transition is labeled with formula, which is enabling condition [10] .
Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [11] are a canonical form representation for a boolean formulas, which are often substantially more compact than traditional normal forms. Its structure is a directed acyclic graph rather than a tree, and variables are ordered as one traverses the graph from root to leaf. A path from the variable to the boolean value 1 or 0 is a form of assignment. 
MODELING CONCURRENT SYSTEMS WITH SHARED DATA VARIABLES
Concurrent processes communicate each other with shared data variables. Each assignment is same as former or the value of variable is update. It is defined as follows:
Every process is modeled as form of transition system (Init, S, ! ). However, states are in the form of A p ! L p where A p is a assignment and L p is a location. Transitions
! or x := v is assignment related to shared variables, and ! is a boolean formula. The finite set of the variables is V a , the set of variables is X. T x is the set of updates. Processes are indexed by i. Processes can be in form of
al assignment is a function that maps the variable to a value. 
(The interleaved global transition arises from local transition by P i .
If some process were active at a time, the situation should be asynchronous composition. C ||| = Init, S, ! ||| ( ) where Init and S is same as interleaving, but the set In ! n " # $ % .
There may be some conflicts, which are processes want to update the same variable at the same time. Therefore, we map out our strategy. The conflict solution for variable x is a binary relation ! x between the set of ! i . ! i must be in the process where the update exists. The relation resolve which update take place. If there were updates, all the update should meet the requirements.
If all of processes were active at a time, it would be synchrony. It is similar to synchrony apart from that In = n ! " # $ .
And we use C || = Init, S, ! || ( ) to represent the composition.
BDDs is boolean relation, but the transition system is transition relation between states been labeled. We unify the representation by trying to use boolean formula to represent the transition.
Any variables can be a vector of x 1 
We judge whether the value is true, the related variable exist. The thinking is through the structure. In order to remark asynchronous and interleaved situation, we need to define three particular formula: idle, sched and communication. Idle describe the situation that the process remains at current location and does not carry out any variable update:
The second situation is only one variable is true at any time:
From now on we continue to define the third situation, local copies the value from the global variable:
own i is the set of index of processes where the variable update. For the conflict situation, we define the relation
The first disjunction over all elements of ! x and the second covers the circumstance of no update.
Interleaving relation use to denote idle transition and illustrate that exactly one i s is true at any time.
In interleaving, the conflict does not occur, the R ! x ( ) merely account for local and global update.
DETAILED MODEL OF SYNCHRONY
We assume that processes communication with each other only via global variables. In real world, concurrent synchronization is a regime where multiple groups of whole system are synchronized. We establish a mechanism for model the situation better. The variable i m has two value state: L(locked) and U(Unlocked).
If we model the process explicitly, the result would be a complicated model. Fortunately, we neglect the details. When it ignores the internal implementation, two executions have the same states:
Lock wait m is unlocked, and changes the state. Unlock is similar. 
Deadlock may be take place all the processes are waiting. Based on lock and wait, we add a global variable _ _ P in wait to counter the number of processes in a wait state. We want to lock the process then find the process is already in state Locked. We increase the variable. P _ in _ wait is not more than N. Otherwise, a deadlock is detected. After we set up the cond, increase or decrease the P _ in _ wait . We use dd to illustrate that the deadlock is founded. 
